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STREAMLINED + STRATEGIC SYSTEMS AND WORKFLOWS

Shannon Savaglio + Co.

MISSION

I am passionate about small business owners
getting out of the overwhelm and finding their
zone of genius. My goal is to help you increase
your impact and truly become the CEO of your
business.



S T R E A M L I N E D   

Systems + Strategies
f o r  t h e  b u s y  e n t r e p r e n e u r



our                       zonesgenius
SYSTEMS + WORKFLOWS

TOOL SET-UPS



V I P  D A Y S

How we do it

Systems, Processes + Workflows. . . (oh my!)

Tool Set-Ups

$3997

starting at $1997



"You never know you are drowning until

someone saves you and that was the point I

was at in my business. I was OVERWHELMED

with ALL. THE. THINGS. - big and small. That is

until Shannon stepped in helped me feel less

overwhelmed, more clear headed with plan!

Working with Shannon allows me to focus on

what I excel at and enjoy while knowing all the

other stuff is taken care of by her.

She is a trusted friend and business

champion! She offers clear direction, solid

advice and has no trouble speaking up when

needed. Her design, editing, planning and

behind the scenes work are top notch!

It is hard to imagine Moore Sleep before

Shannon saved me!"

Maggie Moore 

Moore Sleep

K I N D  W O R D S
""I was on the brink of burn out when I

decided to hire Shannon. I knew I needed a

change and had all my fingers crossed that

she would be the magic bullet to bring

some order to my chaos business (and

therefore chaos life).

The magic bullet ended up being hard

work (surprise, surprise) but Shannon and

her team kept me focused, organized and

didn't let me off the hook when I wanted

to get lazy.

Shannon and her team have been the best

investment I have ever made for my

business and I am forever thankful to have

them in my life and business."

Ashley Braswell

Ash Dash Sue

"I was at the point in my business where I knew that if I

were to continue either I'd be burnt out or end up

having to close my doors because I couldn't handle

more or work on growing my business by myself.

Shannon came to me by word-of-mouth and highly

referred. After chatting with her, I could instantly tell

how skilled she was and that she was worth every

penny of investment. I had tried hiring others before

and it's true - you get what you pay for. I hired

Shannon as my online business manager and it has

made a world of difference for not just my business

internally, but also for my clients.

We have been able to add a new team member, bring

on high-scale clients, and serve everyone better

because of the systems and processes that Shannon

not only set up, but as OBM, makes sure that they are

adhered to. She is constantly striving for excellence

and seeks improvements in our business.

I truly don't know where I would be without Shannon

and look forward to our continued partnership for

many more years!"

Alyssa Gay

Alyssa Gay Consulting



LET'S WORK
TOGETHER

OR EMAIL ME AT

hello@shannonsavaglio.com
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schedule a virtual coffee date!

https://scheduling.honeybook.com/schedule/5ec3042eb3614800217576b0?pid=5df5a6a1c91d0400178e0137
https://scheduling.honeybook.com/schedule/5ec3042eb3614800217576b0?pid=5df5a6a1c91d0400178e0137

